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Abstract—The widespread use of smart phones nowadays makes them
vulnerable to phishing. Phishing is the process of trying to steal user
information over the Internet by claiming they are a trusted entity and thus
access and steal the victim's data (user name, password and credit card details).
Consequently, the need for mobile phishing detection system has become an
urgent need. And this is what we are attempting to introduce in this paper,
where we introduce a system to detect phishing websites on Android phones.
That predicts and prevents phishing websites from deceiving users, utilizing
data mining techniques to predict whether a website is phishing or not, relying
on a set of factors (URL based features, HTML based features and Domain
based features). The results show system effectiveness in predicting phishing
websites with 97% as prediction accuracy.
Keywords—Mobile Phishing attacks; Phishing; Data Mining; Web-based
Phishing attack.

1

Introduction

Nowadays the Internet has become another world in itself, providing all necessities
with a click of a button. The presence of on-line services like e-banking, e-marketing,
etc., has made the people life more convenient by allowing them to manage their
transactions sitting at home. In return exposed them to enormous security threats.
Presently it becomes even more easier to acquire these services, due to (the vast
spread of smart-phones and tablets, its ease of use in addition to its portability and
their ability to provide services that PCs provides). According to statistics in October
2018, the number of internet users worldwide has reached 2 billion. With more than 1
billion people using mobile phones [1]. There are many types of security menace on
the Internet such as: Phishing, malware attack, man-in-the-middle attack, etc., and
Phishing is the most predominant of all [2]. Phishing can be defined as a deceptive act
that used to deceive users over the internet with the aim of acquiring their personal
information. According to Kaspersky Lab, since the first quarter of 2015 an increase
of around a million phishing cases have been reported [3]. Recently, dealing with
websites has increased significantly as it provides all the services that users are
looking for, from online banking, shopping, socializing and much more. Which made
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the Internet users at the present time familiar with being requested to provide their
information to these websites, that why most of phishing attacks are in the form of a
fraudulent website [4]. As we have mentioned that phishing attacks have been
appeared since many years ago, the first of which appeared in 1995 when the first
time the word phishing was coined [5]. Since then, many researchers and companies
have tried to address these attacks to detect, prevent and educate these phishing
attacks. For the detection purpose, there are certain methods have been applied such
as: blacklist method, heuristic techniques and visual appearance methods. In the
blacklist method, the website is checked in a list of blacklisted websites, whereas this
method may be effective in the fast detection of blacklisted websites. But it has a
significant drawback as it cannot detect the websites that appears merely for a day or
a couple of days or even a few hours "zero-day phishing attack"[6]. As for the
heuristic techniques, it is considered more effective in compare with the blacklist in
dealing with zero-day phishing attacks. Since it depends on the features extracted
from (URL, HTML, and Search Engine), as well as the data mining technique that
used to determine the status of the website [7]. Whereas visual appearance method
depends on the similarity between websites in phishing detection. When the suspected
websites match with the legitimate website visual characteristics, it checks if the URL
is in the authentic domain URLs list. If it’s not found in the list then it is marked as a
phishing website [7]. In this paper we try providing a system that uses the least
possible number of features and the most effectives ones in predicting "zero-day"
phishing websites on smart phones, and preventing them from deceiving users.

2

Mobile Phishing Websites

Mobile devices facilitate phishing attacks due to the following properties: Firstly:
the rapid increase of mobile users worldwide. This attracted phisher to shift their
techniques to mobile devices. Researchers from Trend Micro in 2012 found 4000
phishing URLs for mobile web pages [8]. Secondly: the limited screen sizes makes it
difficult for mobile users to determine legitimate web-page from phishing one. It also
makes browsers capable of hiding the complete URL of the requested page, hence
helping the phisher deceiving the mobile user. Due to the mobility nature of the
mobile phones, users tend to respond to interactions with less concentration which
might yield to approving a phishing process. Phishers and Malware creators are aware
of these attractive properties and hence have moved their efforts to mobile devices.
Mobile websites considered as the ideal environment for phishing attacks, for the
following reasons:
• Web pages are easily forged by copying the source code of the site for falsification
• Complex anti-phishing techniques cannot run efficiently on mobile phones because
of mobile devices limited resources
• Mobile phones have small screen sizes; therefore, it is difficult to detect phishing
websites depending on their appearance or via security indicators
• Browsers on mobile phones are lightweight and their security capabilities have
been reduced, to suit mobile phones abilities
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This what makes the focus of this research on website phishing attacks detection
and prevention.

3

Related Work

There are a large number of literature available in phishing detection
methodologies for computer devices (See [6][7] for a comprehensive survey).
Concerning phishing detection on mobile devices: Authors in [9] presents the
phishing attacks on android and IOS web browsers and an assessment of the available
protection techniques against them, they compare the protection they offer with their
desktop counterparts and analyze the gap between the two. Hossain, Tulin Klintic and
Victor in [10], propose a phishing detection taxonomy for mobile environment,
endeavoring to delineate and discuss every single conceivable situation of phishing
assaults and related countermeasures too. Leaving aside all possible attacks related to
very specific vectors (e.g. Bluetooth, Smishing and Vishing), the paper emphasizes
the lack of solutions dedicated to mobile devices other than black/white lists. A risk
assessment on mobile platforms has been proposed in [11], where a study conducted
on 85 sites and 100 applications found that sites and applications consistently ask
users to type their passwords into context of being susceptible to impersonation. The
usage of test phishing assaults on the Android and IOS stages exhibited that attackers
can parody legitimate applications precisely, suggesting that the danger of phishing
assaults on mobile phones is more noteworthy than it has beforehand been valued. In
[4] the authors presented phishing scheme for mobile phones, attempting to utilize
OCR content extraction tools, to confirm the authenticity of a website and compare
the content that extracted from a login form with the corresponding second-level
domain name (SLD). This stems from the presumption that most known enterprises
utilize their brand name as the SLD of their official sites, which is likewise utilized as
a picture inside their login forms. However, the introduced framework also uses white
lists and heuristics to diminish false positives or increase the effectiveness of the
overall framework (e.g. authentic websites always utilize domain names as
verification of their identities while phishers are predominantly use their IP in URL to
conceal their fake identities).

4

Proposed System

The proposed system is called "Phishield" which is a merge of "Phish" and
"Shield". Phishield (Figure 1) is divided into four stages. The first stage is the system
Database (SDB) checking, where a system database built by the detection system, to
check if that website is already checked, to minimize time and resource consuming.
And the second stage is checking if the Domain name is an IP. Stage three feature
extraction. And stage four that classify and predict whether a website is phishing or
not and finally take the proper action towards the website.
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4.1

SDB checking

To minimize time wasting and system resources consuming, a system Data Base
SDB have been utilized. As mobile user tries to browse for certain website, the system
start functioning when user click on link and wait the browser loading the website,
meanwhile the system will fetch the URL and start its analyzing process. System first
will check if that URL exist in SDB and take the proper action at the same time. SDB
would contain each Website URL have been Checked by the Detection System and its
type (i.e. Phishing or Legitimate) so the system can take the proper action without
having to resort to the steps that follows. Which contribute in the fast detection of
phishing URLs.

Fig. 1. Proposed System

4.2

Check if the domain name is an IP

As a verification of their identities, legitimate websites use their company, institute
or services names as a domain name. While phishers are inclined to use their IP
addresses as an alternative of a domain name [4] (e.g. http://209.97.129.236/ ). Thus,
system before loading the website will analyze the link and extract the domain name
of the website (Figure 2, shows the structure of a URL). And check if an IP address is
used as a domain name of a website, if it is so then system will alert user that site
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might be phishing website and give him the choice to stop the loading process of the
website or keep browsing, because it's not necessarily be a deceptive website. If it is
not an IP, System moves to the next phase.

Fig. 2. URL Structure

4.3

Features extraction

In this phase system will collect set of features that will based on, in making
decision about the website. The features used in the proposed System are selected by
studying the most common 30 attributes in the area of phishing websites detection,
then by selecting the most effective 14 features, based on information gain algorithm.
These features are collected from the following publications: (M.Rami [12], M.Khonji
[6], S.Lakshim [13]). The selected set of features demonstrated their effectiveness in
the right diagnosing of the website status. And they are divided into three subgroups,
Table 1 present the groups of features.
Table 1. Phishing Websites Features used in Phishield
Features Groups

URL-based Features

HTML-based Features

Domain-based Features
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Feature
Long URL
Using @ Symbol
Prefix or Suffix Separated by “-”
Sub-Domain and Multi Sub-Domains
HTTPS and SSL “Secure Sockets Layer”
Slashes in page address and URL
URL is Blacklisted
Request URL
URL of Anchor
Server Form Handler (SFH)
Redirect Page
Nil Anchor
Age of Domain
Website Traffic
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5

Analysis and Assessment

System has been applied on 496 instance of training dataset (collected from
Phishtank [14] and Alexa [15]). Table 2 shows a comparison of the trained model’s
performance in predicting test-set classes, that evaluated based on two criteria, the
prediction accuracy and the training time. The classification algorithms, Random
Forest, Decision Table, C4.5 (J48), Support Vector Machine (SMO) and Bayes Net
are implemented and trained using WEKA (open source java application that
implements a collection of machine learning algorithms and data pre-processing tools
[16]).
Table 2. Performance comparison of classifiers
Classifiers
Random Forest
Decision Table
J48
SMO
Bayes Net

Time taken to
build model
0.19s
0.15s
0.23s
0.17s
0.2s

Correctly predicted
instance
485
469
466
465
452

Incorrectly
predicted instance
11
27
30
31
44

Prediction
accuracy
97.7823 %
94.5565 %
93.9516 %
93.75%
91.129 %

The results showed that Random Forest algorithm outperformed Decision Table,
C4.5(J48), Support Vector Machine (SMO), Bayes Net in predicting Phishing and
Legitimate Websites. Not the fastest but it gaves the most accurate predictions in a
nearby interim of time taken by other algorithms to build the model.

6

Performance Evaluation

We use Android Studio 3.4 as a tool for building the proposed system. The
application has been implemented as a web browser application on Samsung and
nexus smartphones running Android 5.1(Lollipop) operating system. In our
experiments Phishield has been tested in online real-time mode, applying the
application on a real legitimate website and phishing website (logged into from
Phishtank), Phisheild effectively marked legitimate websites and allow to receive the
browsing process with no problems, and at the same time detected all phishing
websites as a phishing attack and prevent us "as user" from loading the websites.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows different cases handled by Phishield.
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Fig. 3. Phishield Alert of a website that uses an IP address

Fig. 4. Phishiled Detected a Phishing website
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7

Conclusion

This work models the prediction of phishing websites on mobile devices as a
classification task and demonstrate the machine learning approach to predict the
websites status and take the proper action towards it. Random Forest, Decision Table,
C4.5 (J48), SMO and Bayes Net classifiers have been applied on the training dataset
and their performance has been evaluated based on their results in predicting the
websites status. Evaluation results have shown Random Forest classifier outperforms
other models and produces best results. Hopefully, the detection system would be
applied onto mobile common web browsers "Chrome", "Android-built in browser"
and other browsers used by users in the future also applying more strict actions
towards phishing websites.
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